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The impact of the prototypical images on the formal

understanding of geometric concepts

Abstract: In this study, we examine the difficulties that university stu-
dents face in their movement beyond the prototypical understanding of
a trapezoid as a quadrangle of a longer and shorter base, to a formal
definition. Our research was conducted among 25 university students –
prospective secondary-school teachers of mathematics. During their Uni-
versity preparation these students had completed the ‘elementary geome-
try’ course, which lasted 2 semesters (60 hours of lectures and 60 hours of
practice). The purpose of this course was, among others, for the students
to obtain the view of the basic geometric concepts from a higher position
and to prepare them to understand the role of definitions in assignment
of the formal meaning to mathematical concepts.
After some time, the same students during the course of didactics

of mathematics, were given several descriptions of a few geometrical
concepts (among others – trapezoid) and they were asked to determi-
ne whether they represent the correct definition. In the case of incorrect
descriptions, they were asked to indicate what the error was and how
they would fix it. The research showed that the students reacted in two
ways: on the one hand, they had no problem in recognizing the correct
definition that they had analyzed during geometry classes; on the other
hand, their attempts to improve descriptions that diverge from the cor-
rect definition were most often inconsistent with this definition in favour
of the broadly understood image of the concept, often associated with
the figure’s properties to the detriment of such definition. Additionally,
their concept image was dominated by a prototypical understanding of a
trapezoid, suggested by representations placed in school textbooks when
this concept was introduced.

Key words: concept image, definition, formal understanding, persistent prototypical re-

presentation, trapezoid
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Such results indicate the difficulty in eliminating primary, specific
imagination related to geometrical concepts. The primary intuition and
the school representation of this concept have been very stable and resi-
stant to the assimilation of old features to a new meaning.

Introduction

The ability to use definitions is one of the basic skills required from mathema-
tics teachers. Their understanding of a definition must be multilateral and fle-
xible (Leikin, Winicki-Landman, 2001). Definitions can occur at different sta-
ges of the mathematics teaching cycle. They should always, however, express
the essence of the concept being defined in a logically correct manner. A te-
acher, working on a given concept at school, should not only know the right
definition within an axiom-logical system suggested by the construction of a
course he/she realizes. He should also be able to assess the equivalence of va-
rious definitions. The teacher should understand the way of defining a concept
within the scope of the whole course of school mathematics suggested by the
teaching materials while, at the same time, being able to adjust to the situ-
ation when an incorrect attempt at defining a concept by his students appears.
Seeing the mistake is the first necessary condition for implementing repair ac-
tions. Then, the subsequent actions of the teacher should be directed at the
eradication of (emerging) incorrectness.

This paper presents findings of a small scale research into pre-service secon-
dary mathematics teachers’ comprehension of the trapezoid; more precisely,
into what these students consider to be a valid definition of a trapezoid. The
broader goal of our research was to investigate the pre-service teachers’ abi-
lity to identify incorrect description and consider the ways of reacting to the
potential students’ mistakes.

1 The context of the research

Our research is one of the numerous studies in mathematics education looking
into the level of understanding of chosen mathematical concepts by students
or teachers of mathematics (e.g., Tall, 1966; Tall, Vinner, 1981; Vinner, Drey-
fus, 1989; Sierpińska, 1987; Sajka, 2003). More specifically, it is a study of
prospective teachers’ understanding of definitions and of the process of defi-
ning itself, a strand of research also well represented in the literature, (e.g.,
Mariotti, Fischbein, 1997; Vinner, Dreyfus, 1989; De Villiers, 1998; Zaslavsky,
Shir, 2005; De Villiers, et al., 2009; Zandieh, Rasmussen, 2010; Kobiela, Leh-
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rer, 2015; Brunheira, da Ponte, 2015; Aktaş, 2016). This research specifies a
number of conditions that a definition must meet which are important from
a mathematical and didactic point of view (Vinner, 1991; Winicki, Leikin,
2000). The problem of defining the trapezoid itself has also been repeatedly
investigated, both among teachers and students. There are examples in the
literature showing that the understanding of the concept of trapezoid among
teachers is not sufficient (Fujita, Jones, 2007; Usiskin, Griffin, 2008; Türnüklü
et al., 2013; Ozdemir, Dur, 2014; Brunheira, da Ponte, 2015; Ulusoy, 2015).
This can be observed in regard to the formal definition of trapezoids and the
general mathematical assumptions. The process of teaching is often blamed
for this situation (Usiskin, Griffin, 2008), especially in regard to the very nar-
row presentation of this concept in curricula and school manuals. It should be
stressed that the typical (prototype) example is the key factor for the further
use of the concept (Türnüklü et al., 2013).

If, according to Fischbein (1987, p. 144) Paradigmatic tacit models are,
then, an essential factor in shaping our intuitive approaches, interpretations
and solutions, the question arises – to what extent are future teachers of ma-
thematics able to apply the concept of trapezoid in a broader sense than the
paradigmatic approach?

Most of the existing studies concerning the concept of trapezoid used visual
representations of objects – the research tools consisted of drawn representa-
tions of various geometric figures (Ulusoy, 2015; Brunheira, da Ponte, 2015;
Fujita, Jones, 2007; Ozdemir, Dur, 2014). In our study the tool was verbal
descriptions, to a varying degree compatible with the formal definition of the
concept. Students were supposed to address them, justify their correctness or
indicate why they were incorrect. In such a situation, if there were any refe-
rence to the image, it could only be a mental subjective representation of the
object.

At an early stage of conducting the research, our interest moved beyond
investigating the future mathematics teachers’ knowledge of this concept to
be shaped by them during lessons; we became much more interested in the
students’ overall understanding of definition. But the outcomes we gathered
were highly unsatisfactory. The initial analysis of the data collected encoura-
ged us to take a different look at the research. In the literature concerning the
definition of geometric terms, we find suggestions that concern the stability
of first-acquaintance associations and the problems with overcoming them. De
Villers, et al., (2009, pp. 193) describe the case of a boy (very bright), who
knew a formal definition of a parallelogram, realized its interference with other
quadrangles and was able to use it, but was not satisfied with the hierarchical
way of defining notions [1]. Clearly exclusive definitions concerning only spe-
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cific classes of objects without any reference to the relations between notions
were more appealing to him. Such results additionally convinced us to exami-
ne the hypothesis that the source of the problem observed in our research is
the way of working with concepts at the earliest stages of education. In the
light of these facts, our new goal was to find out how far this influence goes.
By analysing the collected material from this perspective, we tried to find a
link between the ways of introducing the term “trapezoid” at the early levels
of education and the knowledge of the trapezoid represented by the students
after the introduction of the formal approach to geometric concepts.

2 Methodology

2.1 Aim of the study

The aim of the study presented in this article was: To what extent the future
mathematics teachers are able to understand the concept of trapezoid in a
broader sense than the paradigmatic approach? Especially:

1. To what extent students are able to represent the concept of a trapezoid
by a formal definition, reviewed and established in the frame of a recently
taken university geometry course?

2. How far students can discern errors in descriptions and determine what
they consist of?

3. In what direction they will go to in trying to improve the descriptions,
to what extent they will be influenced by a formal or paradigmatic ap-
proach.

2.1.1 Characterization of the group of pre-service teachers parti-
cipating in the research and their mathematical competence

The study was conducted among 25 students of mathematics (the whole
group), prospective secondary teachers. Their study program included pu-
re mathematical courses (topology, mathematical analysis, differential equ-
ations. . . ), which constitute the ’subject matter knowledge’, as well as spe-
cialized courses, like psychology and pedagogy. The program included also
courses in mathematics specially conceived for future teachers. One of them
was Elementary Geometry. This course lasts 2 semesters (60 hours of lectures
and 60 hours of practice, every week 2+2). The Elementary Geometry course
covers the basic issues in the field of geometry for elementary school, mid-
dle school and secondary school. The material is based largely on Euclidean
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geometry. Students participating in the course do not learn new concepts or
theorems. The aim of this course is, on the one hand, to deepen the under-
standing of basic geometric concepts and their interrelationships, while, on the
other, to expose students to a logically structured form of knowledge. Among
others, issues related to quadrilaterals, their properties and their classification
are discussed. All types of quadrilaterals are defined, including a trapezoid as
the quadrilateral that has at least one pair of parallel sides. Students have the
opportunity to use the definitions of all quadrilaterals flexibly using the inter-
relationships between them. For example, they define a rectangle as a specific
trapezoid. So they have the opportunity to experience that a rigid definition
of certain notions is not required. The reason for such an approach is to unify
the view of the basic geometric figures, showing their logical interrelationship.
This is a way to realize the fact that different textbooks may have different
logical structures, which can result in different proper definitions. It also draws
attention to the role of definition in determining the meaning of the concept,
and that one of the purposes of definition is to promote accurate mathematical
communication (De Villiers et al., 2009). This course is conducted without the
use of dynamic geometry computer software; it has been planned as typical
methodological analysis, and is run by one of the authors of this study.

The students also have to take a course in the didactics of mathematics.
As part of this course, issues related to language and communication are di-
scussed. Among other things, issues concerning the correctness of definitions
are discussed. During this course, the same students are asked to analyse given
descriptions, to determine whether they represent the correct definition of a
trapezoid and – if there are mistakes – to correct them. The form of their
work is described below. After that, the obtained results are discussed with
the students involved, as a form of didactical reflection on their subject-matter
knowledge. The results of this discussion are not included in this paper, he-
re we only present the part related to questionnaires (given descriptions of a
trapezoid and the students’ responses to these descriptions).

2.1.2 Research tool and its description

The students were given 6 descriptions of a trapezoid with the instructions:
Read and indicate which of the following terms define a trapezoid. If you find
an indicated definition as erroneous, correct it.

We were interested in creating a situation that the teacher can actually
encounter: the student gives a description and the teacher is to evaluate whe-
ther this description is consistent with the mathematical definition analysed
in previous lessons. Therefore, the descriptions used in the research were pro-
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duced by another group of students who had not completed the Elementary
geometry course yet. Those students, during the first classes of the course,
were asked to give a definition of a trapezoid that they remember.
The descriptions of a trapezoid were as follows:

1. A flat quadrangular figure.

2. A geometric figure that has two bases and two arms.

3. A concave quadrangle.

4. A quadrangle, which has at least one pair of parallel sides.

5. A quadrangle, having one base longer and one shorter.

6. A quadrangle, the sum of its angles is 360o, with two bases of varying
length.

As can be seen, only the fourth description represents the correct definition.
None of the other descriptions can be considered a valid definition in any logical
structure of the course.
Since we refer to the definition the students had previously known, one

can analyse a given description in terms of semantic errors. For example,
Description 1 is an example of an overly broad definition, as the expression
means that within the concept of “trapezoid”, objects that are not trapezoids
are included. Conversely, there is Description 5 with a part about the length
of bases. This is an example of a narrow definition. There is also a mistake
of exclusion between the range of the concept and its description – as in
Description 3 – as a concave quadrangle cannot be a trapezoid, and a trapezoid
is not a concave quadrangle.
Analysis of the descriptions also shows syntactical errors. The most con-

spicuous example is the use of the phrase “the base of the trapezoid” in some
descriptions, without explaining what the bases of a trapezoid are. In other de-
scriptions, there are also specific properties from outside the definition. They
were either irrelevant to the concept of a trapezoid, or they were a consequence
of other properties and thus should not be included in the definition. These
specific properties are information about the sum of the interior angles equal
to 360 degrees or the names of the sides: base and arm.

2.2 Research methods

Both qualitative and quantitative methods were used in our research. We used
a questionnaire and processed participants’ responses to it using statistical
methods: (Kruskall’s Wallis statistic, the multiple comparison test, cluster tree
and a matrix of distance). This is the quantitative aspect of our methodology.
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The students’ attitudes in relation to the given descriptions were ranked
on the scale which we present below:

1. the student recognizes the definition as correct, does not make any
amendments,

2. the student does not select any answer, nor writes a comment; he/she is
not able to take any position regarding the description,

3. the student recognizes the description as incorrect, but he/she does not
make any corrections, sometimes gives a counter-example,

4. the student recognizes the description as incorrect, displays the inten-
tion to improve it, makes amendments (deletions and additions), but
his/her actions do not lead to a real improvement of the description (the
corrected description is inconsistent with the correct definition of the
concept),

5. the student recognizes the description as incorrect, refers to the descrip-
tion with the intention to improve it, makes amendments (deletions and
additions), and what he/she obtains is semantically partially correct (the
description does not contradict the good concept image),

6. the student recognizes the description as incorrect, refers to the descrip-
tion with the intention to improve it, makes amendments (deletions) and
additions, and as a result obtains the correct definition.

This scale corresponds to the progression of behaviour in the case of an in-
correct mathematical description – from the most unwanted attitude, through
attempts to improve it, to finally demonstrating the ability to detect all mi-
stakes and to give the correct definition. In the case of the correct description
(Description 4), the most-awaited attitude is to accept the definition without
any additional comments.
For incorrect description, this scale could also indicate the relation between

the concept definition and concept image. We assume that a student used the
concept definition, when he/she can create a proper definition, which fulfils the
following conditions: establishes necessary and sufficient conditions for defining
the concept; only previously defined concepts are used; the set of conditions is
minimal, but some extensions are possible (adding the special names for sides,
like base and arms). Such behaviour was coded as 6.
Students can use the concept image in the following ways:
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Proper: when students add some conditions which are not necessarily in-
cluded (which could be deducted from the other conditions) or limit
(confine) the description to some condition related to the concept, but
this description is not sufficient. Such behaviour was coded as 5.

Improper: when their description is not related to the right conditions (related
to an overly narrow understanding) or when their description is not
related to any condition of the concept (e.g., trapezoid as a concave
figure). Such behaviour was coded as 4.

We see the qualitative aspects of our method in (a) the fact that we
designed the questionnaire and interpreted the results by using theoretical
concepts developed in mathematics education research (a “conceptual frame-
work”, see: Eisenhart, 1991), and, (b) the fact that we studied the cultural
environment in which the participants’ knowledge of the concept of trapezoid
had been developing – the representations of the concept in Polish textbooks
and the mathematics methods course they were enrolled in at the university –
and took it into account in the design and the interpretation (see: Flick, 2014;
Hammersley, Atkinson, 2007).

Before presenting participants’ responses, firstly, we will describe what
kind of conceptual framework we used for its interpretation. Than we take
a look at the idea of teaching about trapezoids in elementary school, rooted
in our country’s tradition. After that, we present the course of research and
its analysis.

2.2.1 Conceptual framework

The problem of the understanding of abstract concepts is related to their
representation. Geometric concepts have a special status; visual designation -
a drawing, a model, has a particular importance. But such designations always
represent a narrow class of objects and show a representative together with its
specific properties: size, placement and internal proportions (Fischbein, 1993;
Hershkovitz, Vinner, 1982). These facts are well known in the didactics of
mathematics and are described as the distinction between the concept image
and concept definition (Tall, Vinner; 1981). Very often the image of the concept
concerns its most representative, typical form, which blocks the understanding
of specific cases. It does not give the possibility to study this concept according
to the description made by the definition.

Additionally, in Poland, the colloquial and scientific recognitions of the
concept of trapezoid designate almost completely separate areas [2]. It seems
obvious that the trapezoidal paradigm is a quadrilateral with two parallel
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sides when the other two are not parallel. It can also be assumed that in such
paradigm the parallel sides are arranged in a specific way: the longer side is
positioned lower than the short side.
If we ask to provide a definition of a particular term, natural mental ac-

tivity firstly produces a picture of this concept, generally associated with the
paradigm. The only limitation is when the mind is clearly geared towards pure
reproduction of the definition. Confirmation of this position can be found in
the literature. Efraim Fischbein expresses it very clearly:

(. . . ) if one has to define a concept, that is to say to describe its
general properties, such as when one has to use the concept in relation
to others in a productive reasoning process, this concept never works
as a pure logical construct. The meaning subjectively attributed to it,
its potential associations, implications and various usages are tacitly in-
spired and manipulated by some particular examples , accepted as a
representative for the whole class. There are such particular instances
which confer their genuine productive capacity on concepts. A definition
or a formal description is never sufficient for really understanding the
meaning of a certain term. One must always ask for examples. Through
the paradigm, the concept gets, subjectively, and structured meaning;
the various properties defining a concept do not appear to be arbitrary
related. They describe a certain object and it is this object which, being
kept in mind, confers unity, structure and productiveness to the concept.
Paradigms play a fundamental role in every intellectual activi-
ty: in defining, in understanding, in learning and every solving attempt”
(Fischbein, 1987, p. 143) (our emphasis).

The insufficient connotations and false intuitions may effectively obstruct
further learning. According to Fischbein (1987), one of the characteristics of
intuition is being “stubborn”, which means that it is hard to get rid of per-
sistently recurrent ways of thinking and argumentation. The person keeps
coming back to the intuitive understanding of certain phenomena. A similar
feature can be found in the characteristics specified by Myers (2004). In his
view, intuition is, inter alia, characterized by a durability of beliefs, which me-
ans that even if the base for certain opinions is refuted, the original judgements
do not disappear.

2.2.2 The concept of trapezoid in curricula

In our country (Poland), the concept of trapezoid has been included in the
school curriculum for a long time. After 1945, in early geometry teaching, the
knowledge about quadrangles [3] was limited to rectangles and squares (Haw-
licki, 1959). Today, this concept is placed in the curriculum for the fifth grade
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(10-11 years old students). In the core curriculum, implemented in primary
schools since 2008, essential knowledge is described as follows: “The pupil re-
cognizes and names a square, rectangle, rhombus, parallelogram and trapezoid,
knows the important properties of the square, rectangle, rhombus, parallelo-
gram and trapezoid and also calculates the surface areas of the square, rectan-
gle, triangle, parallelogram and trapezoid introduced in pictures and in practical
situations.” As a result, the trapezoid is one of the basic geometric concepts
shaped at school; the student should be able to recognize a trapezoid and use
its properties when solving various geometric problems. According to the sta-
tements in the core curriculum, the definition of a trapezoid is not necessary.
However, a survey of textbooks shows that such definitions do appear there,
which creates the natural need for a wide understanding of these definitions.

2.2.3 Textbook approaches to the defining the trapezoid

Over the years, definitions of a trapezoid in school books have varied and
have become woven into a logical structure of the teaching program in many
different ways. The analysis of all textbooks existing at this time exceeds the
scope of the article, so we will focus on those most often chosen by teachers.
For example, in one of the first manuals of the XX century (Bielecki, Krasiński,
1938) the chapter On polygons was devoted firstly to general issues (in which
comprehending polygons was discussed, its circumference, distinguishing co-
nvex polygons and concave ones). This indicates an attempt at endowing the
textbook content with a deductive structure.

The chapter The convex quadrangle and its special varieties begins by
discussing the convex quadrangles which have two pairs of parallel sides –
parallelograms, indicating that if such a quadrangle has all right angles, it is
called a rectangle. This fragment is backed up with a picture of a rectangle
and a typical parallelogram. Next, a reference to the picture with a description
appears: In the drawing (Figure 1), we can see two convex quadrangles. One
of them is not a parallelogram because it has only one pair of parallel sides.
We call it a trapezoid. Generally, we call every convex quadrangle which has
at least one pair of parallel sides a trapezoid.

Figure 1. Two convex quadrangles from the textbook Bielecki, Kra-

siński, 1938, p. 49.
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So, it is an approach which is close to the hierarchical one. The concept of a
trapezoid is reached by putting this concept in the class of convex quadrangles,
and expanding it above the class of parallelograms. This extension is made by
constructing a counter-example for parallelograms. Such an approach, suppor-
ted by the visual representation, regardless of the verbal description, suggests
that the trapezoid cannot have two pairs of parallel sides.
Nowadays, in the school textbooks for geometry, it is increasingly popular

to replace the formal definition of the concept by a drawing, which is limited
to typical examples of figures. In such a picture, appropriate elements (proper-
ties) of figures are indicated and named. In relation to the graphic definition
of trapezoid – the parallelism of sides is presented by highlighting them on
the picture and these sides are called the bases; the other sides are named as
arms. In such an approach, the remaining properties are not specified, nor are
any relationships with other figures, even if they are shown somewhere. As
an example the textbook for the fifth grade of primary school: Fifth Grade
Mathematics from the series “Step by Step” (Pawlak et al., 1999) gives defini-
tions of a rectangle, square, parallelogram and rhombus, and only then moves
on to a trapezoid and deltoid. So, the didactical approach to trapezoids looks
as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Proposal from a textbook by Pawlak et al., 1999, p. 171.

We believe that the authors in the first place had tried to refer to figu-
res which are well-known to pupils – quadrangles, representing more regular
shapes, perhaps – more often they present “other, untypical” figures in which
there are fewer regularities. Certainly, this presentation is far from hierarchical,
it is rather closer to an exclusive approach.
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This approach is continued at the higher educational levels. Below we pre-
sent a page from a textbook for a junior high school (14-16 year old students).
According to the core curriculum, at this educational level a review and an
extension of the knowledge of geometric figures from earlier grades should be
done. The example below shows how such review is often organized:

Figure 3. Proposal from a textbook by: E. Duvnjak et al., 2008, p. 86.

In this approach, regardless of the verbal introduction: the quadrangles
shown below are trapezoids, various shapes have been drawn, including those
that have so far functioned under other names as: a rectangle, a square, a
rhombus. There is no explanation as to why they should now be called trape-
zoids. The description of a trapezoid is introduced below this text and refers
to only one representative, presented in a prototypical manner (longer base
below, shorter above, both bases parallel to the bottom of the page). The
‘scientific’ approach to the discussion is created by the self-colour schematic
drawing, whereas the additional colour serves only for highlighting the di-
scussed elements of the figure’s construction. The drawing itself has symbolic
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letters added. In the unintended way, therefore, the association between the
name “trapezoid” and the given representative is being built.
There is a common element in all these presentations, used at each educa-

tional level – every description is backed up with a picture. The presentation
of the trapezoid is typical: the longer of the parallel sides is lower and both
bases are arranged horizontally. Therefore it seems natural that the associa-
tions with such understanding of the term prevail, which was not, probably,
what the authors of the mentioned papers intended.

3 Findings and their interpretation

3.1 A preliminary assessment of the results

All the collected research data consists of 150 responses (25 students x 6
responses per student). This amount will be treated as 100% of the answers.
In the summary (Table 1.), we show how students have referred to the task

presented to them.

No. of Without comment Additional comment Total

description Correct No
opinion

Not
correct

Not
correct

Concept
image

Concept
definition

1 2 3 4 5 6
1 9 3 11 2 0 0 25
2 10 0 4 1 9 1 25
3 1 2 12 5 5 0 25
4 20 0 0 2 2 1 25
5 1 1 14 1 8 0 25
6 0 0 6 6 12 1 25

Total 41 6 47 17 36 3 150

Total % 27,33 4,0 31,33 11,33 24,0 2,0 100

Table 1. Results of students’ responses.

Since we are primarily interested in responding to the incorrect definitions,
we exclude the answers to the correct definition. Then the total number of
responses will be 125. The same results, but without definition 4, look like
this (Table 2).
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No. of Without comment Additional comment Total

description Correct No
opinion

Not
correct

Not
correct

Concept
image

Concept
definition

1 2 3 4 5 6
1 9 3 11 2 0 0 25
2 10 0 4 1 9 1 25
3 1 2 12 5 5 0 25
5 1 1 14 1 8 0 25
6 0 0 6 6 12 1 25

Total 21 6 47 15 34 2 125

Total % 16,8 4,8 37,6 12 27,2 1,6 100

Table 2. Results of students’ responses for incorrect descriptions.

A preliminary assessment of the results from Table 1 and Table 2 shows
that the students do not have problems with indicating the correct definition
(Description 4). This means that they know the formal definition of a trapezoid
and they accept it. Only two students had the opinion that this definition is
not correct. One of them even explains why – he or she is aware that the
condition of ‘at least one pair’ allows the existence of two pairs of parallel
sides, but in his opinion, a rhombus is not a trapezoid. So this student commits
a semantic error, consistent with the colloquial prototypical understanding of
a trapezoid, and corresponds to the exclusive definition of the term. Two
other comments depended on adding to the definition the names ‘base’ and
‘arms’. In one case, the following comment appeared: ‘Definition correct, but
the kind of quadrangle it is should be clarified’. We regarded this comment as
good, although too meticulous. It appeared most likely because all the other
definitions were incorrect. This attitude is often referred to as ‘the influence of
other tasks’, which is, however, in contradiction with such features as discipline
and criticism of thinking.
In the case of incorrect descriptions, there were some problems. Only 3

times (just over 2% of all responses) were students able to make such adjust-
ments of the presented description which corresponded to the proper meaning
of the concept (Category 6).
Quite often they confined themselves to stating that descriptions are not

correct (Category 3). If they did try to improve given statements, their com-
ments were partly related to the idea of the concept, but not in accordance
with the definition (Category 5). Below, we carry out a more detailed analysis
of this phenomenon.
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3.1.1 Statistical elaboration of the obtained data

The results, which were used for statistical analysis, were elaborated in the
rank scale. Therefore, for comparing results among the groups, the nonpara-
metric tests have been used, like: Kruskall’s Wallis statistic and the multiple
comparison test. The first test allowed us to determine whether at least one
group had different values from the others, while the multiple comparison test
indicated which groups differed.

For the analysis of the parameters of each group the median was used as
the average score. This allowed us to indicate which groups are close to each
other in terms of preferences in responses.

Another analysis was the analysis of similarities, which allowed for deter-
mining which descriptions students treated in the same way (cluster analysis).

The results obtained by statistical analysis were then interpreted using
theoretical concepts developed in mathematics education research, rooted in
national tradition.

3.1.2 The results suggested by the multiple comparison test ana-
lysis

Firstly we decided to check how far the proposed descriptions were statistically
variable. (The) Kruskall’s Wallis statistic (test statistic 44.4, p <0.0001) shows
that at least one of these questions was statistically different from the others.
The multiple comparison test (Table 3) shows between which distributions the
differences are statistically significant. In the analysed situation the answer to
question 1 is statistically deviating from 6, 3 from 4, 4 from 5 and 6

Descr. 1 Descr. 2 Descr. 3 Descr. 4 Descr. 5 Descr. 6
Descript.1
Descript. 2 0,750634
Descript. 3 0,119687 1,000000
Descript. 4 1,000000 0,064272 0,005784
Descript. 5 0,057086 1,000000 1,000000 0,002254
Descript. 6 0,000043 0,098017 0,640960 0,000000 1,000000

Table 3. Multivariate test.

Such an analysis draws attention to the rather specific place of the 6th de-
scription. First of all – the approach to this description is very different from
the approach to description 1. If we recall that the description 1 was: A flat
quadrangular figure, and 6: A quadrangle, the sum of its angles is 360 0, with
two bases of varying length, you can see that both descriptions are incorrect,
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but neither of them are in contradiction to the properties of trapezoid. Ho-
wever, the first description is definitely too narrow, and the last one gives the
most properties among all descriptions. If the criterion for choosing an atti-
tude towards the description was a conceptual image, then it was possible to
be sure that the first description does not include any typical characteristics
of trapezoid in any way, and that in the last one all the given properties fall
into the image.
This description (6) also strongly deviates from description (4), which pre-

sents a correct formal definition. Now there may have taken place different
criteria – in case (4), sufficient memory was required (this definition was ac-
cepted in class), and description (6) required at least a brief analysis of the
concept image.
Further analysis was aimed at finding such approaches that are most closely

related to one another.
For each of those 6 descriptions, the basic parameters have been calcula-

ted. Since the behaviour of the students is measured by an ordinal scale, the
relevant parameters depicting the distribution of the results will be the median
– the equivalent of the average result (behaviour) and dominant – depicting
the most common behaviour.
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Descript.1 3 3 11 1 4 1 3 2 66,67
Descript. 2 3 1 10 1 6 1 5 4 133,33
Descript. 3 3 3 12 1 5 3 4 1 33,33
Descript. 4 1 1 20 1 6 1 1 0 0,00
Descript. 5 3 3 14 1 5 3 5 2 66,67
Descript. 6 5 5 12 3 6 4 5 1 20,00

Table 4. Parameters of the obtained results for each description.

From the analysis of the parameters, it can be seen that the students be-
haved similarly in relation to Descriptions 1, 3 and 5; as well as to Descriptions
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4 and 2. This is mainly due to the types of reactions to a proposal of the
concept description (recognized by us in the scale). The distinguished groups of
descriptions are linked by the most common reaction to the given description.
On this basis, we present the analysis of the sequence of Descriptions,

1+3+5 and 2 + 4.

A. Analysis of sequence of Descriptions 2 + 42 + 42 + 4, which were:

2. A geometric figure that has two bases and two arms.

4. A quadrangle which has at least one pair of parallel sides.

In both of these descriptions, students most commonly argued that these
are the correct descriptions. However, only the fourth description is mathema-
tically correct. It is also consistent with the definition of a trapezoid used in the
geometry course. In that case, the students had no doubt that this is the cor-
rect definition. Similar approaches to both of the descriptions can be regarded
as the lack of ability to distinguish between their places in the logical structure
of mathematics, the inability to find abnormalities in the description 2.
The second description was seen as the description of a quadrangle (2 bases

+2 arms = 4 sides) with some properties. The term ‘arm’ is ambiguous, it
appears either in the informal language of mathematics, or in connection with
the previously defined term as an arm ‘of something’ (the arms of the parabola,
the angle arm). Students are not bothered that the concept of “base” or “arm”
appeared in this description, without further explanation. The lack of response
to such a definition is clearly a remnant of the school approach to the definition
of a trapezoid. In school geometry, it is becoming popular to replace the formal
definition of the concept by an image. In this picture appropriate elements
(properties) of figures are indicated and named. In this situation ‘base’ and
‘arms’ play a different role. On this basis, 10 students said that the definition
is correct. Another 9 students suggested adding a footnote that the bases are
parallel to each other. In the latter case, the change of order (appointment of
the bases first, and then passing the condition of parallelism later) is closer
to the understanding through visual representation, than through the formal
definition.
The similar attitude towards both descriptions suggests that, both in the

first and second cases, the image of a trapezoid can be similar – that is, narrow,
close to the prototypical rather than to the formal description.
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B Analysis of sequence of Descriptions 1 + 3 + 51 + 3 + 51 + 3 + 5, which were:

1. A flat quadrangular figure.

3. A concave quadrangle.

5. A quadrangle, having one base longer and one shorter.

In relation to these descriptions, students most commonly argued that
these are wrong. However, there were different reasons for considering that
they do not characterize trapezoids sufficiently.
Description 1 defines only a group of quadrangles without any additional

conditions. A lot of students found it wrong, in the commentary (very spora-
dically) adding that it is too wide (it may be related to another figure, true
but not enough). These students demonstrated the awareness that many other
figures may fall under this description. In this case, the respondents related
their description not so much to the definition, but to the concept image,
possibly to their wider knowledge of trapezoids and other quadrangles.
In the 3th proposal, students did not validate the definition for its correct-

ness. They rejected this definition only because they recognized a trapezoid as
a convex figure. Their comments were related only to the negation of “concavi-
ty”. “Concavity” is not consistent with the concept image – the most common
form of reaction was the comment: a trapezoid is not a concave figure. It is
also possible that the convex-concave examination was not associated with
the definition description of a trapezoid, as these properties are generally not
accented at school. In this way, again, they only referred to the concept image
and to early school habits, not its definition.
In the fifth description, two elements are incorrect: the use of the term “ba-

se” as equivalent to the condition of parallel sides and the condition specifying
the reciprocal length of the bases. The negative assessment of the diversity
of the “bases” length is a desirable element of the content knowledge about
trapezoids. This knowledge was – again – not vital enough to stop them from
calling the parallel sides as “bases”. Students had no doubt that the “bases”
form a pair of parallel sides, even though the identification of the bases of a
trapezoid with a pair of parallel sides is permitted in mathematical slang, but
not in the definition.

3.1.3 The results suggested by cluster analysis

Now let us take a look at the results of the analysis a bit differently. We can
predict the group of definitions for which the students’ reactions are similar in
a wider meaning. By using cluster analysis and the method of Ward and the
Manhattan metric, we get the following cluster tree and a matrix of distance.
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Descript. 1 0,0
Descript. 2 31,0 0,0
Descript. 3 36,0 49,0 0,0
Descript. 4 34,0 39,0 56,0 0,0
Descript. 5 37,0 40,0 31,0 61,0 0,0
Descript. 6 52,0 45,0 30,0 68,0 21,0 0,0

Table 5. Matrix of distance.

Considering the answer to a question as a vector and comparing the simi-
larity with the “urban metrics” we can assume that we have 2 response groups
(responses 1-2) and (5-6), and separately 4, and 3.

The Friedmann test (Table 6) shows as well, that the distributions of the
results are significantly different in regard to the questions, therefore the di-
stinguished groups are significantly different indeed.

Mean
of rank

Sum
of rank

Mean
Standard
deviation

test

chi2
p
Coefficient of

compatibility

Significant

differences

Descript. 1 2,600000 65,0000 2,240000 1,051982

43 0 0,35 Yes

Descript. 2 3,620000 90,5000 3,080000 1,891208
Descript. 3 3,780000 94,5000 3,440000 1,044031
Descript. 4 2,100000 52,5000 1,760000 1,588500
Descript. 5 4,080000 102,0000 3,560000 1,121011
Descript. 6 4,820000 120,5000 4,320000 0,900000

Table 6. Results of Friedman test.

This juxtaposition suggests the analysis of the following proposals: 1 + 2,
5 + 6. Answers 4 and 3 have to be taken separately

A. Group 1 + 21 + 21 + 2. Reaction to descriptions:

1. A flat quadrangular figure.

2. A geometric figure that has two bases and two arms.

The basis for juxtaposing these two results may be the fact that the beha-
viour of this group is characterized by the largest width of attitudes. Almost
as many students said that they are correct definitions (9 for Description 1
and 10 for Description 2) as those who decided that they are incorrect (11 +2
for description 1 and 4 + 1 + 9 + 1 for Description 2). As can be seen, these
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descriptions contain features which belong to trapezoids (they are within the
image of a typical trapezoid, they do not disrupt this image with properties
that do not belong to it). The descriptions are incorrect only from a formal
point of view: they are incomplete (too wide) or contain terms previously not
defined. Attempts to correct these descriptions or comments to them are very
limited (for the second description, students stressed that bases are parallel,
for the first – the comments only emphasized that the description is too bro-
ad). So, in these two cases there is a clash of two approaches – intuitive and
formal and, for particular students, one of them prevailed. Such an attitude
can indicate that the geometry course facilitated (or deepened) wider trape-
zoid understanding, reaching further than naive understanding. This outcome
is, however, unsatisfactory. First of all, it does not include the majority of the
students, secondly – it does not access formal understanding. Students did not
abide by the discipline of thinking; they used their intuitive understanding of
the concept of trapezoids all the time.

B. Group 5 + 65 + 65 + 6. Reaction to descriptions:

5. A quadrangle, having one base longer and one shorter.

6. A quadrangle, the sum of its angles is 360◦, with two bases of va-
rying length.

The actual difference between these terms is only due to the fact that in
the description 6, the sum of the internal angles is mentioned.
The students most often did not accept both descriptions as definitions

and, in addition, they usually attempted to change the description. Unfor-
tunately, these attempts went in a wrong direction. Students had no doubt
that the “bases” were a pair of parallel sides, they added the condition: they
must be parallel to each other. Sometimes, for example, a parallelogram was
drawn as a counter-example. With respect to the information about the sum
of angles only one person noticed that this information was redundant in the
definition. But there was a lot of suggestions to expand the information about
the size of the angles or for adding names for the angles at the bottom.
This approach again shows the impact of the visual trapezoidal paradigm

presented in school textbooks. The need to designate trapezoid relationships,
without justification why such relationships are chosen does not give a basis
for distinguishing what is a definitional requirement and what is a conclusion
and consequence of such a definition.
As it was mentioned earlier, answers 4 and 3 have to be taken separately.

Let us recall that description 3 (A concave quadrangle) treats trapezoid as a
concave figure. It is not surprising for the students to dismiss this description
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as not in accord with the paradigmatic picture. Description 4 (A quadrangle,
which has at least one pair of parallel sides) is the same as the definition
studied during lessons. As such, it was also widely accepted by the students.

4 Answering to the research questions

The results of the described studies can be viewed from different perspectives.
Undoubtedly they point to too weak references of students – future teachers
of mathematics – to the formal description of the trapezium.

The results of the analyses show that students use two approaches to the
definition of trapezoid simultaneously. On the one hand they fully accept the
academic description. On the other hand, in situations requiring analysis of a
new description, they refer not to the logical-definition depiction but to the
paradigm representative, as presented in the textbooks at the early educational
stages.

What students presented in regard to informal descriptions is generally
consistent with the “concept image” created both on the base on the paradigm
representations presented in school textbooks and to the wider understanding
of trapezoidal properties. It is worth noting, however, that there has been
a transfer of the visual representation, preferred in school textbooks, to the
verbal description. In the study students did not refer their opinion to the dra-
wing representations. Based on written descriptions (and not on illustrations),
students referred these descriptions to their current knowledge related to the
concept. These descriptions did not, however, provoke references to formal
definitions strengthened during a university course.

The students easily passed the geometry course during which they could
effectively use the formal definition of a trapezoid, during the exercises they
demonstrated the connections between different quadrangles. Without doubt,
the general term “definition” is known to the university students. By using
the scientific literature, or by participating in mathematical courses, they act
accordingly to expectations. They can distinguish the definition in a text,
they often use a definition to construct a particular mathematical concept,
and also use the conditions of a definition to examine whether the specified
instance is an example of an abstract concept being defined. However, during
the university lectures and by reading textbooks, the student is acquainted
only with the correct definitions, operating within a strictly-defined theory.
Assuming the ‘math as given’ perspective, there is no need to think about its
correctness. There is no need as well to analyse the process of merging the
concept image with the concept definition description.
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This approach could have implications for the results of the described stu-
dy. The students in general did not analyse the definition as a mathematical
phenomenon at all, no matter what the definition concerned. So they did not
show the approach we expected from them, as students of mathematics course.
The descriptions given were not analysed in terms of their formal correctness
(whatever that would mean). All the didactic work realized at the university,
directed at the ability to create formal descriptions of mathematical phenome-
na evaporated, ceased to have any meaning. Descriptions evoked association
with the most representative, paradigmatic image.
One of the reasons for such results may be a fact, that the research was

conducted in the frame of the subject “didactics of mathematics”. This could
mean that the aim of the study could be differently understood by the rese-
archers and differently by students participating in these studies. It can be
assumed that students put themselves in the role of teachers who correct stu-
dent’s speech. They referred these descriptions not to their own knowledge but
to the knowledge of hypothetical schoolchildren. In their opinion theoretical
knowledge related to the definition may have been less useful in this context.
Thinking in terms of formal definitions is closely related with proving and with
hypothetical thought, and these three types of thinking together form syste-
mic thinking (Bobos, Sierpinska, 2017). In the context of proving or refuting
a hypothesis within the system of concepts, there is a need to strictly refer to
the meanings of the terminology used, ie. their formal definitions. In the school
level, the definition of a trapezoid, which has been recognized as the one in
force, has its substantiation in the need for classification. It is the result of a
logical arrangement of mathematical content. Where the logical arrangement
is not emphasised, students returned to both prototypical depiction and to
using knowledge which is not precise when naming concepts.
The weak reference to the formal description can be considered as a me-

thodological problem. But these studies show that the first associations are
extremely persistent and are not easily transformed, even under deliberate
efforts, and the didactic “facilitation” at the early stages of education has a
longer impact than expected. And often these are the undesirables that block
further development of knowledge. Thus, it can be stated that the research
conducted has confirmed these conclusions, which have already been described
in the literature as “persistence” of the first associations (Myers, 2004), the
fact that paradigms play a fundamental role in every intellectual activity: in
defining, in understanding, in learning and every solving attempt (Fischbein,
1987, p. 143).
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What, in addition, did these results show?
The results of student responses show that they generally reject descrip-

tions that are too narrow (description 1) or completely contradictory to the
concept’s features (description 3). The concept image is not contradictory to
the definition. But it turned out that there is an element that can significantly
interfere with the transition from paradigmatic to formal. What is common-
place is the identification of formal terms with informal terms, connected with
the distinction of a pair of parallel sides. This refers to the meaning of the
term “base” as a substitute for “pair of parallel sides”.
Significantly, the use of the terms like ‘base’, ‘arm’ is not in contradiction

to the fact (widely accepted – response to Description 5) that these ‘bases’ do
not need to have different lengths. If the parallel ‘bases’ have equal length, then
‘arms’ are also of equal length, which consequently leads to the construction
of a parallelogram. And in this class, the names ‘base’ and ‘arms’ are not used,
at least in the Polish educational tradition. Therefore, it can be assumed that
these names are influenced by a paradigm representative, with which they
associate – and consequently they may block the understanding of inclusive
definition of trapezoid.
The purpose of the ‘elementary geometry’ course for prospective teachers

was to give a new dimension to the school knowledge. In particular, it was
expected to help make a fusion of individual pieces of knowledge into one
cohesive unit, to enable the use of formal reasoning, to underline approaches
relevant to geometric reasoning. The effects, however, have been only partially
satisfactory. The original meaning, as well as primary school representation of
this concept, has a very high stability and is resistant to the assimilation of old
features with a new meaning. It was difficult for the students to break away
from them. They had a feeling that they ‘know’ the concept, so they did not
refer in a clear way to its definition. Our research has shown that, in relation to
the concept ‘trapezoid’, they mostly use the concept image, not its definition.
This is despite their participation in the course, which should have enhanced
the meaning of the concept to a formal dimension. This would not be bad if
the image did not block other important features of the concept of trapezoid.
However, in this case, the reference to the image had undesirable consequences.
Students were not able to pass to the formal level of thinking and to use the
methodological approach typical for a higher level of understanding.We believe
that these are the manifestations of intuitive understanding, reinforced by the
way the concept was developed at lower educational levels.
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Writing about a model for developing concept definition understanding,
Lakatos (1976) describes two ways. He states:

• The first main pattern is when naive concept-stretching outstrips the-
ory by far and produces a vast chaos and counterexamples. Our naive
concepts are loosened but no theoretical concepts replace them.

• (. . . ) [the second pattern is when] theoretical growth overtakes – and,
indeed, eliminates – naive concept stretching, (. . . ) not by extending a
naive concept, but by extending the theoretical framework.

It seems that in the situation described, the first way took effect. Students
were incapable of replacing naive notion with theoretical conception, although
some modifications of the naive approach were visible. In order to achieve the
desired effect, the course should not only integrate the earlier fragments of
knowledge, but also eliminate some stiff associations, related only to a narrow
class of representatives of the concept. It turns out that, in this case, the
attempts to change the previously appropriated content were very inefficient.

5 Conclusion

It is common for pre-service teachers to use their own image of figures to
create their definition (see an extended description in Fujita, Jones, 2007).
Additionally, research results show that they actually define prototypical ima-
ges (Ozdemir, Dur, 2014). Our research has also shown how permanent the
first associations are, which have proved very resistant to any change.Transfer
to formal recognition did not eliminate the first associations. If these associa-
tions are too narrow, then two separate understandings of the same concept
may exist in the mind.

Geometric reasoning is characterized by the interaction between these two
aspects, the figural and the conceptual (Fujita et al., 2010). Contemporary
approaches in textbooks reinforce a very initial stage of developing the concept
of a trapezoid – the definition (if it occurs) is assisted by a drawing, sometimes
even a drawing acts as a definitional description, in which instead of describing
the object’s properties, they are shown in the picture.

Each visualization of the concept is specific, but does not always hinder
the acceptance of another isolated image. Research into the understanding
of the concept of triangles (Hejný, 1993; Tsamir et al., 2015; Vighi, 2003a;
Vighi, 2003b) shows that, in this case, the primal understanding refers only
to an equilateral triangle, but the further development of understanding runs
seamlessly and leads to the acceptance of the general concept of a triangle.
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In regard to the triangles, students from the earliest stages of education en-
counters different types of triangles, which do not have completely separate
names – these are only special types of triangles, such as the isosceles triangle
or the rectangular triangle. Thus the elasticity of the triangles’ understanding
is gradually developed, the concept extends its scope.

In the case of a trapezoid, the problem perhaps overlaps the meaning of a
concept with other concept meanings, which are additionally presented under
their own names – rectangle, rhombus and parallelogram. Here is generally no
reason why a rectangle should be called as an isosceles rectangular trapezoid –
such approach only occurs during specially organized classes, mainly at higher
educational levels.

It is worth emphasizing that also in geometric exercises the term trapezoid
occurs in a paradigmatic sense – each problem where the trapezoid exists as
a substantially separate figure refers to a trapezoid with exactly one pair of
parallel sides. When dealing with tasks including trapezoid, you first need to
detect the figure (for example, in the tangle of other lines on the object), and
then use the properties of trapezoid. Thus, in the real trapezoid-related work,
the boundaries between the definitional approach and the properties resulting
from the definition and related theories are blurred.

Another problem is caused by interrelation between mathematical meaning
and everyday meaning. In the case of trapezoid, the scope of mathematical de-
finition only overlaps the scope of its everyday understanding in a narrow ran-
ge. The colloquial understanding of the concept can shape the scientific term,
but the didactical elaboration should eliminate any adverse perceptions and
understandings. While designing the teaching method for trapezoids, particu-
lar attention should be paid to the construction of appropriate associations; so
that they do not block the proper mathematical understanding of the relation-
ship between this concept and other geometric concepts. So far, this approach
to trapezoids has not yet been worked out. This problem is particularly impor-
tant in relation to these concepts for which there is a presumption that there
is a concept of the same name existing in everyday language. In other words
– if the name – the word – used in everyday language has a slightly different
meaning than the meaning of a scientific concept.

In the light of the results of our research, it is worth considering how to
introduce geometric concepts at the primary levels of education, so as not to
block the possibility of using them at a higher level in the overt form.

Practical activity with the shape of a trapezoid, such as manipulation of
models in physical reality or by recognition in mosaics – gives the chance that
these representations will not be subject to privileged arrangements. It is also
very natural (eg by overlapping two elements) to determine the parallelism of
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selected sides of the figure. Then there is no need to present the concept by
rigid drawing, with the names of specific elements highlighted on it.

School geometry from the beginning should not be realized in a narrow
way, instead it should create a possibility to discuss various objects not the
most typical exclusively, and to show their association with other geometric
objects. Such an approach may give the chance that the intuition created at
that level does not block the formal understanding.

Notes:

[1] According to the distinction made by de Villiers et al., 2009, a definition’s
character can be either hierarchical (inclusive) or partitional. As he writes: We
describe a definition [. . . ] as hierarchical (i.e. inclusive) because it allows the
inclusion of more particular concepts as subsets of the more general concept.
The latter we call a partitional (i.e. exclusive) definition because the concepts
involved are considered to be disjointed from each other (i.e. squares are not
considered rectangles ) p. 191.

[2] Trapezoid (math.) A quadrilateral with two parallel sides and the two other
non-parallel sides. A (sports) rod suspended on ropes, used to perform gymna-
stic exercises; also used in circus acrobatics. In Polish: Trapez (m) Czworokąt
o dwóch bokach równoległych i dwóch pozostałych nierównoległych. (Sport)
drążek zawieszony na linach, służy do wykonywania ćwiczeń gimnastycznych,
używany także w akrobatyce cyrkowej (Słownik Języka Polskiego, 1992, p.
526).

[3] In English literature, the word “quadrilateral” is more commonly used. In
Polish textbooks the most common name for a 4-sided polygon is “czworokąt”,
which, translated literally into English, corresponds to “quadrangle”.
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Wpływ pierwotnych reprezentacji na formalne rozumienie

pojęć geometrycznych

S t r e s z c z e n i e

W tym artykule analizujemy trudności studentów matematyki w przejściu
od rozumienia trapezu jako czworoboku posiadającego dwie podstawy różnej
długości do ujęcia zgodnego z jego formalną definicją. Nasze badanie zostało
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przeprowadzone wśród 25 studentów – przyszłych nauczycieli matematyki. W
trakcie studiów studenci ukończyli kurs „geometrii elementarnej”, który trwał
2 semestry (60 godzin wykładów i 60 godzin ćwiczeń). Celem tego kursu było,
między innymi, zapoznanie studentów z podstawowymi pojęciami geometrycz-
nymi z wyższego stanowiska i przygotowanie ich do rozumienia roli definicji
w nadawaniu formalnego znaczenia pojęciom matematycznym. Ci sami stu-
denci, po pewnym czasie, w ramach zajęć z dydaktyki matematyki otrzymali
kilka opisów niektórych pojęć geometrycznych (między innymi – trapezu) a ich
zadaniem było ocenienie, czy te opisy można uznać za poprawne definicje. Do-
datkowo, w przypadku opisów niepoprawnych mieli wskazać na czym polega
błąd i starać się go usunąć. Badania pokazały, że studenci reagowali dwuto-
rowo: nie mieli problemu z rozpoznaniem tej definicji, którą analizowali jako
wzorcową podczas zajęć z geometrii, i z uznaniem jej jako poprawnej. Z dru-
giej strony, ich próby naprawy opisów odbiegających od poprawnej definicji
były najczęściej zgodne z szeroko rozumianym obrazem pojęcia, często stowa-
rzyszonym z własnościami figury, a nie z jego definicją. To wyobrażenie było
dodatkowo zdominowane przez prototypowe zrozumienie trapezu jako czwo-
rokąta posiadającego dwie podstawy – w tym ujęciu „podstawy” były utoż-
samiane „z dokładnie jedną parą boków równoległych”. W artykule została
dodatkowo przedstawiona skrótowa analiza szkolnych opracowań dotyczących
prezentacji pojęcia trapezu. Na tej podstawie można stwierdzić, że obraz poję-
cia „trapez” reprezentowany przez badanych studentów jest ściśle powiązany z
tymi prototypowymi reprezentacjami, prezentowanymi w podręcznikach. Wy-
niki badań sugerują, że wczesne intuicje, wzmacniane pierwotnymi szkolnymi
reprezentacjami pojęcia są bardzo stabilne i odporne na asymilację wczesnych
ujęć w ramy szerszych znaczeń. Takie wyniki mogą wyjaśniać niektóre trudno-
ści dotyczące niewłaściwych intuicji związanych z pojęciami geometrycznymi.
W związku z tym sugerują potrzebę bardzo wyważonego, długoterminowego
planowania nauczania matematyki, w którym wprowadzane intuicyjnie poję-
cia na niższych szczeblach edukacyjnych nie będą blokować tego rozumienia,
które w przyszłości będzie funkcjonować w matematyce ujmowanej formalnie.
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